
RUPTURERP-1 

The insanityinsanityinsanityinsanity that can be heard from the Audible Disease Rupture RP-1 is 
just a twisttwisttwisttwist of a knob away. The Rupture creates a feedback loop that takes 
just about any signal-processing device and spews forth dementeddementeddementeddemented sonic 
violence. Plug in a pitch shifter and create bizarre vortexvortexvortexvortex of sound, which 
sometimes just disintegrates into screeching feedbackfeedbackfeedbackfeedback. Phasers, Chorus, 
Filters and Flangers all sound like a mad, dilapidateddilapidateddilapidateddilapidated machine going out 
of control. Hook up a distortion pedal and dischargedischargedischargedischarge an array of effects, 
from synth-like textures, to unsystematicunsystematicunsystematicunsystematic octave jumps, to weird drum-loop 

like patterns. Experiment with anythinganythinganythinganything and everythingeverythingeverythingeverything to get the most 
peculiar sounds you've ever heard! Be warnedwarnedwarnedwarned though, the Rupture does 
create exceedingly loud sounds. Caution must be used at extremeextremeextremeextreme volumes. 

 

Sample setup: 

 

Some notes: The knob controls the amount of feedback of the pedal(s) in the SEND/RETURN loop. As far 
as recommendations on what pedal(s) should go in the loop, we have found that modulation and time-
based effects (i.e. flanger, phaser, delay) produce interesting results. Graphic EQ is another interesting 
effect when feeding back on itself. Experimentation is key here. Try different pedals in different orders and 
see what sounds can be made! We have also found that some digital pedals don’t work very well at all in 
the loop. Also, try different devices as an input. Some input devices that have a super "hot" signal will 
over-saturate the signal rendering the Rupture pedal almost useless. Try an input signal that is not as loud. 
Contact mics, guitars and bass (try tweaking the level settings on your guitar) as well as almost any line-
level signal seem work great. Again, experiment for maximum fun! 
 
A 9-volt battery is included and should last a long, long time. However, if the LED indicator is dimming, 
simply remove the 4 screws on the bottom of the pedal using the proper sized screwdriver. Replace the 
battery and put it back in the same spot. Unplug the cable from the input jack when not in use for longest 
battery life. 
 

 

 

Contact us at disease@audibledisease.com 

if you ever have problems with your 
Rupture RP-1. We’ll fix it up! 


